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Introduction

Nonpublic schools provide parents With an alternative form of

education to that offered by goVernments and one which is in increasing

demand, as enrolment figures demonstrate, in both the United States of
t

IP America and Australia.
2

By far the majority of those schools is under

-the auspices ofreligious denominations and societies. As such the

schools and, therefore, the major source of alternative schdoling stand

in the shadow of provisions of the first aziendment of the ATerican

constitution --Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
,

religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof - and section 116 of

411,

the Austr.lian constitution - The Commonwealth shall not make any law

for establishing any religionNLefor imposing any religious observance,

or for prohibiting the free exercise of any religion - not to mention

the various states' provisions in the U.S.A. and that of one state in

Australia. Judicial interpretation of these provisions might be

expected to impinge on the capacity of governments to encourage or

restrain the development of this alternative education and raise, as it

has, the question of church-state relations.

The dhurch-state debate,is not, hoWever, restricted to the public

and nonpublic school arena. It goes to the heart of the publiC proVision

of education in both America and Australia, in that religious exercises

andreligious instruction have been part of government school systems

Since their, establishment. And again the judiciary has been involved

in this question in being asked to determine what is and what is not

permissible in law.

This paper examines the role of the courts as educational policy-

makers with respect to the church-state debate in two parts: first as it

3
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affects what has gone on inside the public system of education and,

secand, as it affects the existence of the nonpublic sector particularly

in relation to government subvention. In so doing, ohly passing

reference is made to the historico-political context of the state-aid

issue, which is a study of itself. What is dicussed, however, are the

policy implications for governments and education administrators given

the judicial decisions.

The U.S.A.-Australia comparison has been pursued in that, apart

from of educational ideas between the two countries, the

American constitution in general and the first amendment in particular

were of considerable influence in shaping the Australian constitution

and Osction 116. While discussion of the relationship between these

instrumenbswill Occur in what follows, one crucial difference should be

.noted at the outset. The Australian constitution contains no equiValent

to the fourteenth amendrent and its provision that 'no State shall make

.
or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges orOmolunities 'of

citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of

life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; not deny to any

person within its jurisdictik the equal protection of the laws' despite

an attempt to incorporate such a provision.
3

In Cantwq11 v. Connecticut

the Supreme Court held not only that-a law of congrets in violation of

the first amendment pgovisions on estblishment and free exercise was

invalid, but also that the fourteenth amendment 'rendered the legislature's

of the states as incompetent as Congress to enact sudh laws'.
4

In Australia,

however, there is no provision which would enable the High Court to Make a

similar assertion about the laws of the states. Findings on section 116

only have force with respect to laws of the national parliament. This

distinction between the two constitutions is of considerable important in the

a.

charch-state debate.



Religion and Schooling

1. Promoting religion in'public schools

The decision in Cantwell v. Connecticut placed the Supeme Court

in America in a position to deterMine, by its intetpretation of.the first

amenOment, among other things the place of 'religion in public schools

thoughout the country - schools which were a states' responsibikty.

The run ot4cases-from McCollum
5_

to Schempp
6

clearly established'that the

Court will Apt entertain on-site encouragement of religiod either from.

'outside religiOve grotpe ot in such acts as.Bible reading and praying.

In the fOrmer case, a practice whioh enabled religious groups, through

reptesentatives approved(by the superintendent of schools, to conduot

claSses J.n religion iWChampaign, Illinois, schools at a time within

the stipulated compulsorattendance requireMent and ftom which there

was arigilt of withdrawal. wis held to be in violation of the first

amendment. The-Supreme Court maintained.that the practice complained

of was at variance with-its declared principles that the first amendment

reqUired a separation of church and state and the nee r the state to

display a neutral attitude towards religion.

In the latter case, the statutory provision in Pennsylvania which

required versee to be read daily from the King James version of:the Bible

alOng with the saying of the Lord!s Prayer, albeit on a voluntaty basis,

wae deeMed to have ae its purpose and primary effect the advanceynt of

religion and was, therefore, in violation of the first amendment.

So comprehensive were the majorities that it now has to be

accepted that a reversal of opinion on the,establishment clause, as the

law now stands, is unlikely. The pUblic schools\ formal role7 in the

promotion of religion is, therefore, limited to the guidelines which may
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be gleaned 'from Zorich v. t1auson
8

for off-site religical practices. In

that uase,.the Supreme Court, (mkt without trenchant ctiticisM.of the

decision by the minoritsy) decided thirt a.releaSed time program permittiO

students to,leave schools in New York,City during compulsory'sch4661
j

houro\to attend, on a viluntary basis, religious nstruction prcivided by

representatives of those religions)waki_ndt a violation of the'first

amendment.. Such a program was not-seen as being'in advance.of religion
A-

ft .

nor as brelhing theeal1 between church and state.

Eirents have taken a different turn in Australia where legiglative

-
provision ahd judicial interpretations pollee few obstacles to state pro-'

motion 6f religion in public schools.9 In the most populous state, New

South Wales, for example, the legislation prescribes how m4 time will

be given to secular instruction and, in addition, for time to be allowed

for 'special religious education' to be provided on site by visiting

clergy and authorized denominational representatives).
0

Proviilion is

made fOr parental objection to children attending such instruction and

that objection itself is complete cause for the withdrawal of students

for such classes in religious teaching.
11

The rub, however, is in the definition of 'secular instruction'

in the legislation. The relevant part of the section reads:

In all schools under this act the teaching shall be strictly

non-sectarian but the wokds.'secUlar instruction' shall be

held to include general religious teaching as distinguished

from dogmatical `or polemical theology _12

Provision for similar state-abetted religious teaching in public schools

appears in the education legislation in the remaining five states varying

from this type orgeneral provision to requirements that Bible lessons,

shall be taught,as pertains in Queensland.
13 Nationwide, promotion of

religious 'teaching is. therefore, in force in Australia.

:The force of the New South Wales provision was tested in that

A



state's Supreme Court by a parent with a child attending a public ichool,

who Objected to the religious activities in the school and claimed that,

as a matter of statutory interpretation, 'general religious teaching'

called for both teachin4 &bout Christianity and teaching about other

religions. This case Was of considerable importance in that it marked

a rare resort tO the judiciary on an educational Matter. It should also

bo noted that the case marked something of a culmination in the running

war between humanists and church persons on the question of religious

education - genetal and special - in public schools.

ih Benjamin v. Downs the court held that genbral religious

teaching meant teaching in the Christian religion and that the saving

clause in the section was to,prevent 'the beliefs of any one chutch

being advanced over.others, and to ensure a lowest common denominator

I, 14
for general religious teaching . It was also decided that religious

acts such all prayers and grace before lUnch which wore complained of

here were activities within the formal school program and were, therefore,

part of the general religious instruction.
15. lthough only a single

judge's decision this judicial imprimatur seems to have laid to rest any

doubts es to the force of the legislation and the continued Ohe of the

16
state in promoting religious education in pUblic schools. /t is,

however, of effect in onlif one state although it might be persuasive

elsewhere. Also, it is a decipion liMited to the question of statutory

interpretation since New South Wales has no constitutional provision Of

the first amendment type. Section 116 of the Commonwealth constitution

could not be called in aid since it only has force with respect to

Commonwealth lawp. Apart from h4,11r for a different statutory interpre-
--7 /7

tation in the appeal courts, the plaintiff exhausted the limited options

to challenging the promotion of religion in public schools.
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2. Compulsory education laws and religious commitment

In both America and Australia the states' interest in requiring;

compulsory education may have to give way to parental interests involving

religious commitment. In the former, in Wisconsin v. Yoder,the.Supreme

Court held that CW,b interests of Amish rmrents overrode that of the

State of Wisconsin to the extent that prosecutions could not be maintained

against parents who failed to comply with ehe compulsory education require-

ments.
17 The case is limited in that the court noted that for the Amish

religion and life were inseparable and that the children concerned had

attended school until the successful completion of the eighth grade

leaving them two year, short of the compulsory attendiuxe requirement. The

court was prepared to allow the state's interest to be overridden by that

of parents but only in that the latter's claims were rooted in religious

beliefb and Of the sort known tO the Amish - a condition which Would not

apply, for example, to persons simply pleading an alternate life style.

The court also declined, in the majority opinion, to go to the question

of the competing rights of the child and the parent in that.that was not

at issue in this case. Wisconsin v.-Yoder does not, therefore, provide

unduly wide scope for parents to assert their interests on religious

grounds over and against compulsory education laws.

.diven the absence of case law on the question in Australia, re-

course can only be had to statutory provisions. While there are some,

such as section 10 of the dWestern Aufdlian Education Act,
18

which allow

parents to withdraw'children on set days to attend religious observances

of the religious body to which the parents belong, the main provision is

that which allows par ts to submit as a lawful excuse forlIon-attendance

at a pUblic school that regular and efficient instruction ie being

provided at_home or elsewhere. Whether such instruction is being offered



it usually determined by the state and in terns of the type of curriculum'

offered in public schools and at standards comparable with those schools.

The.statutory provisions in Australia, therefore, provide alternatives

which may, given the limitatibns in YOder v. Wisconsin,-provide more

latitutde to parents than that exiVng in Amer

)

ca. But without that

alternative regular and efficient instruction there are no grounds for

parental interests to override those of the_state since one is confronted

again with the lack of constitutional provisions akin ti, that of the first

. -

amendment except in the state of Tasmania where there is a free exercise

pVovipion but one which has never been tested in this regard.
19

II

State-Aid to NonpOblic Schools

lbis treatment of state-aid to nonpublic schools comprises firtst

an overview of the nonpublic school sector followed by a review of the .

opposition to state-aid in the United States, an outline of the movement

tostate-aid in Australia, and an analysis of the legal aspects.of the

national digferences.

1. The nonpublic sector

As an introduction to the question of state-aid, reference is

made to the.constituente of the nonpublic,sector in America and Australia4

the formal legal bases of that sector and the state-aid,now obtaining'in

20
both countries.

Figures available in the U.S.A. indicate that smile 10 perCent of

the school population is enrolled in the nonpublic sector with considerably

higher proportions of such students enrolled in the larger cities headed

by Buffalo, Chicago, and New Orleans with, percentages of 334,..27.3 and

9



27.2 respectively.
21 Australian figures show that 20 percent of schoOl-age

children attend nonpublic schools with a slightly lower percentage in

primary (elementary) schools but rising to 25 percent of high school

studehp.
22 There is no basy answer to the question as to the difference

in the numbers in the two countries.- The historical traditipns and early

emphases of the two nations may be significant factors. It is possible

that the confidence'expressed by Americans in the public schools in one

study does not have its parallel in Australia where, in some states, it

appears that public confidence in state schools has waned.
23

There is

blso the possibility that.in Australia, given thejlarkedlY lower retention

rates of students to the twelfth year, the non ic schools are perceived

by parents as a worthwhile investment in terms f job opportunities for

school-leavers. As elusive as the reasons ar given the lack of research,

the facts are plain.

There is common ground between the t10 countries in that Roman

Catholic schools predominate in the nonpublic sector but there is a less

high proportion of Lutheran and Jewish schools in Australia than in

24
America. While there _is a sprinkling of oiher denominational schools

in both countriei, the proportion of nonaffiliated schools in the U.S.A.

is considerably greater and assumes quite high proportions in some,

particularly the southern, states. These denominationally nonaffiliated

abhools which quite obviously fall outside the profile of the sectiarian

school as defined in Nyquist,
25

escape the problems of the establishment

clause as far as staie-aid at the federal level it concerned but may still

fall foul of state legislation. In MassachuSetts, for example, Article

of Amendment XVIII, section 2, stipulates no state-aid unless schools are

publicly owned and under public control.
6

41P
t".

In terms of the composition of nonpUblic schools, the range in

size in America is larger than that in Australia, varying from quite a

10 .
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low number to as many as more than two thousand.
26

The upper and Lower

limits would be more contracted in Australia, with the most common size

of echool in both countries being in the 150-400 range. A common problem

in both countries hat been the need fOr Catholic schools .t.0 employ more

lay teachers and for the need or upgrading qualifications among teachers.

The students appear to be drawx from'a wider range of soci6-econOmic badk-

'grounds than is sometimes thought. The range of wealth varies considerably

in each country with both having their Andovers and Melbourne Grammars on

the one hand and the somewhat impoverished Catholic Parish schools on the

other.

Both countries have elites among the private schools - groups

of schools identifiable by associations and jealous of it.27 luch schools

have traditionally been single-sex schools and have banded to concentrate

on secondary education although some have moved towards coeddcation and

primary education. Boarding facilities' have been part of the fabric'of'

then schools although such a provisiOn is not exclusive to them. Sone

of the remaining nonpublic schools may have similar characteristics but

the dominant number comprises the Catholic primary coeducational day

school.

There also appears to be common ground in America 41nd Ausralia

in terms of the student base of the nonpublic sector. Reasons for

ettending such schools range from old-boy networks, to eligious Conviction,:

jibo ethnic Commitment,(to the satisfaction of the ambit ns of Parents,to

those seeking a viable alternative to the pdblic system whether for

educational or political, ideological or practical reasons or a mixture

thereot.28

As to the role of the nonpublic schools in society, opinions

range across a wide spectrum in both countries. Opponents of state-aid
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tend to ooncentrate-on the alleged elitism of7these schools and _their

disservice of social divisiveness. Proponeets are usually unabashed by ,O

the former charge and counter the latker b lpointing to the service to

4

the community of such schools at least 1.4,termspf alleviating the demand

on the public puxse and in providing inOlividuals with alternatives in

schooling.

Legal foundations of tivinonpublic sector

A nonpUblic sectarian educagional sector has been guaranteed a

place in American education by th decision in Piekce.29 In that case an

,

Oregon statute which required paxents to send their cOldren onipy topublic

schools was held to be in violation of the fourteenth amendment:in that

religious order and a military,Academy were deprived of property without

due process of the law, the *party hare beinetied to the loss of

studelts which flowed from the enforcement of the law. The statute was

also seen to 'se an unreasonable interference 'with the liberty of parents

and guardians to direct the upbringing and education of children under

their control'. Although Pierce was decided on the basis of doctrine

with respect to due process no longer in vogue in the Supreme Coprt, the

r

case,remains precedentfor asserting that whilst.stata control of educatiori

remains undisputed, state monopoly is anathema. It also suggests a right

in pardnts to dete e which schools their children shall attend - an

assertion which si -,

7*

uncomfortably beside the decision in Rodriguez
31

in

which the Court teeided that education was not a fundamental interest.
. ,

Unclear as_the right to educate or not to educate may be, the AmeriCan sit-

uation is one in which the existence of the nonpublic Vector isduaranteed.

In Australia, however, noting again the absence of equivalents of .

the fourteenth or other amendments, the nbnpublic sector exists atthe

pleasuxe of legislatures which could, by their fiat and with constitutional

impunity, require all children to attend pUblic schools or, tar that matter,
a

12



nonpllic schools. Suchjaws in the states would not violate cons tutional

provisions except insofar as a connection could be made with such llws and

, L

- : right to free exercise of religion th:in e state,of Tasmania. Also

rm-monwealth laws for its territories would-be subject to section 116.

The only other likely intervention by the courts would be by way of actigne

requiring interpretation of siatutory provisions. The lack of a judicial

guarantee for i nonpublic school sector is.of little Moment in that

political realism is guarantee enough for continuation of the-two sectors

in Australia. What is of inte st in that country and in America, however,

is the means by which the nonpelic sector can be publicly regulated.

In 'the fifty-six state systems in the two countries, the range of

#
, 0
l'ontrol is wide. On the one hind, quite liberal provisions pertain in

some cases. South Australia, foriexample, imposes no state regulative

restraints on the noloublicschool sector and in New York state 2egistra-
. *.

tion is required of private schools, which term, by definition, does not

include schools under the auspices of an 'established religious group'.
33

On the other hand, there ls quite strict legislative control of the non-

public sector in -4me jurisdictions and this is more representative of the

position in most states. ,Under Massachusetts law,for example _compulsory

,attendance is required at a public school 'or some other day school

approved by the school committee'. Further, approval shall be given in

that the studies required by law are taught and th1t instruction 'equals

in thoroughness and effic d in the progress made therein that in

35
the public schools in the same town'. A somewhat comparible position

obtaifis in Western Australia as in_moist of the Australian states. There

a 'reasonable exoube' to a charge of not causing a child to attend school

is that the child is attending an efficient school.
36

Persons operating

nongovernment schools are required to seek registration of e school,

which shall be granted.if fou4d to,be efficient [by the Minister or his

.
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nominated Superintendent] as to the instrUction given' a slightly less

rigorous test than that required in Massachusetts.
37 Registered schools

may be inspected and removed from 'the register of efficient schools when

38 '

found not to be efficient. The Major difference between Massachusetts

and Western Australia and one reflecting the'natio4a1 differences is that

.while legislation in the former lives in theshadow of Pierce there is no

similar judicial overarching in the latter.

State-aid assistance to the nonpublic tector

State-aid to nongovernment schools is a matter of fact in America

and Australia - limited in the former, much less trammelled in the latter.

While it is difficult to determine a dollar figure for state-aid to the

nonpublic schools in the United States from federal and state sources,

the forme of assistance can be.documented. These include state-aid which'

is availaie as part of a general benefit available to all children as
2

with transportation to and from school, textbook supplies limited to'the

needs of secular teaching,and general services in aid of the health and

safety Of students. Less wealthy students are the particular recipients

Ll
under categorical federhl grants as provided under Titles I and IV of

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act as amended, while other

disadvantaged students such as the handicapped and those held, to be in

need of bilingual education receive assivtance under the apt and other.

federal and state legislation: The stae-a d provided, while of not

inconsiderable financial dimensions, does(not normally assist'in the

amelioratiSn of costs central to school bud

capital costs.

In Australia, in pddition to the support given to meet special

needs, state-aid to the nonpublic sector.is' calculated in terns of general

such as staffing and

educational costs.' In 1979, for example,, the federal government alone

expected to pay $24 million in state=aid. The amounts paid ranged from

14
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$,146 to $305 for each pupil in a primary school and from $217 to $454 for

high school students.39 il6agether with the states' subventions which are

expected to be in general of equal proportion, governments aim to provide

private schools with 40 percent of the mist of providing public education

for a chitd in the respective category al0 that figure is exceeded in a

consideiable number of cases, especially where small catholic parochial

schools are concerned.

Against this backdrop of somewhat limited state-aid judicially

0
policed in America, and generous and legislatively entrenched state-aid

in Australia, the developments in each will be explored.

2. Close checking state-aid in the United States of America

Amendments to federal and state constitutions mark the fornal

declaration of the majority of the American people that itate-aid may

not be Made avakfable to the nonpublic school sector. The first amendment

now blankets the-federal system with its no establishment provision. In

addition, most states Also have constitutional prohibitions against state-

aid as, for example, in Article IX of the'New York state constitution
40

-

not that such safeguards automatically preenpt attempts even in legislatures

to provide state-aid.
41 But on the other side are the ever alert opponents

of stile-aid And guardians of constitutional provisions - bodies such as

the organizations for Public Funds for Public Schools in New Jersey and the

Committee for Public Education and Religious Liberty in New York - whose

names dot the cases. Proponents of state-aid face tough odds in confron-

tation with an opposition which 40c1udes leOislatures and the judiciary

as well as particular lobby groups and a general public opposition to

..)
State- id, which is to be distinguished it-om the establishnent per se of

k
42 ,

........' ' A

nonpublic schools, whichhas had public acceptance.
4

Nonetheless, sone advantages have been gained. Supporters of

state-aid have'benefitted from a number of decisions relating to prograns
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mentioned above. These decisions include that in Ever

.141.

42
in which the

Supreme Court held valid the provision out of the public puxse for

transportation of children attending nonpublic schools. That Eve 123

well settled is indicated by the Supreme Court in its decision summarily

to affirm a lower court finding that a Pennsylvania statute requiring,

among other things,.that school districts provide transport for studsnta

attending certain private nonprofit schools was valid.
44

Another fairly

settled issue which also went in favor of/the nonpublic sector arises

fram the run of cases from Cochran
45

to W61man
46

in which the provision

of secular textbooks to students in nonpublic schools was held not to be

in violation of the establishment provision. The latter case slightly

lessened the pressure on the budgets of the nonplablic.sector by making

available to those schools publicly provided services-such is diagnostic,

speech, hearing and psychological tests, and theraPeutic and guidance

servicei. An earlier decision providing further benefits to the private

sector came in Wa1z4
7 in which the challenge to legislation enabling

gifts to religious schools to be allowed as tax deductions was

unsuccessful.
4

On the debit side, however, the Supreme Couit has ruled out '

sevekal attempts to widen the application of state-aid, varying from

services to schools to direct benefits to the taxpayer-parents of:the,

chiltren in those schools. The line was drawn in Wolman, for example,

at the supply from public resources of instruction hquipment and material,

and field trip transportation and services to nonpublenchool students.

Major reversals were suffered by the pro state-aid lobby:in. decisioni

affecting teachers' salaries and building maintenance. In Lemon v.

Kurtzmann
48 the court held as being in violation of the first amendment

a Pennsylvania statute providing for the

of the salaries of teachers in nonpublic schoqls even

fundb in support

ugh liu ed to
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teaching of or in secular subjects. The rebuNito public aid for building

maintenance and repair came two years later in,Nyiquist.
49

In addition, the

decision in that case put paid to attempts to provide cash benefits to the

parents of non-public school students by means of tax credits, a decision

46%
reinforced by the decision or the court summarily to affirm a lower court

decision which found unconstitutional a New Jersey incone tax law ghich

brovided for deductions for expenses incurred in the education of children

at parochial schools.
50

S te-ai proponents have, thersfore, had a

chequered career before the judiciary with considerably seVere-reversals

in their attempts to broaden the, base for the provision of state-aid.

3. 'From proscription to imprimatur: the Australian reversal

The legislature outlaws, the legisla6re restores: that is the

of state-aid in Australia. The tudiciary, so prominent in the

1U.S.A.,has yet to bring down a first decision on the state-aid question

Which has remained, therefore, one for governments and parliaments to

deterMine.

At the turn of the century the states in the new federation

all settled for centralised systems of education under a department of

state. in the traditional Westminster model. The free, compulsory and

secular education acts were almost universally established and in force.

While nonpublid education was permitted, state-aid was generally anathema.

In Western Australia, for example, the staiS actually compensated the

assisted schools to the tune of fifteen thousand poundS for appropriating

the educational undertakings taken over in the Public interest. The same

legislation prohihited the paynent of publiefunds to nonpublic elementary

51dschools. In keeping-with the changing national mood, however, the

Education Act was amended in 1955 to provide that 'Notiithstanding anything

to the contrary in the Assisted Schools Abolition Act, 1895, the Treasurer

of the State shall ...'.
52 During the two ple611s following, otate-aid was

, 17
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extended to the provision of government publications and stationery to

nonpublic schools, assisiance with'interest payments for capital works,

direct grants to schools, payments to nts f r textbook purchases

and subsidies for the constructi n of imming pools. This provision of..--

comprehensive state-aid was in vo in4 all states. Given the lack of any

establishment clause in any state constitution, no judicial yhallenge was

possible and state-aid remained a decision of the legislature.

The federal government; too, becane involved in state-aid even

though it had no _direct responsibility for school education in the states.

Sone early support had been given by means of taxation concessions.
53

It became more actively involved in the 1950s, first in its own territories

when it assisted in the financing of loans for capital costs in nonpUblic

schools, and directly and nationally in school education in 1963 when

Prime Minister Menzies promised, in opening his party's caMpaign for the

imminent national election, assistance for science laboratory construction

and scholarships for students, the'former directed to the nonpublic sector,

the latter available to all students.
54

The opposition Labor Party

formally opposed to state-aid from 1957 changed its platform within a

decade and, with its coming to power in 1972, cOntinued and accelerated the

federal governMent's involvement in state-aid.

A number of factors contributed to the change in attitudes on

state-aid.55 Not the least was the strong lobby mounted by Catholic

parents' gripups, the influential voice of catholic leaders particularly

those in ecclesiastical office and in the leadership of the aerocratic

Labor Party whose primarily Catholic following kept non-Labor governments

in office for many years in that preferences were allocated away from

the Labor Party, the influence of leading citizens, not to mention the

politicians themselves who were 'olakboys', the parlous fiscal oondition

. of many nonpublic schools, and the readiness to break'the rules by Labor

18
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t-- establishing of the Church Of England as the church in

politicians and school councils whose formal authorities were opposed to

state-aid.
56 Altogether, the change was the result of a public pressure

which the political parties seemed to decide would lead to political

suicide if ignorve.

4. Legal aspectli of the national differences

Particular interest in the divergent approaches to state-aid in

America and Australia stems from the fact that an attempt was mad; to

incorporate the first amendment in the Australian constitution for th

express purpose of preventing state support of nonpublic schools. The

prime mover was A.I. Clark, attorney-general for Tasnania and a represen-

tative of that colony at the first federal convention, whd was both a

.4*

devotee of the American constitution and people, and an outspoken critic

of state-aid. That his purpose has not been realised despite the
4.

inclusion of section 116 in the Australian constitution is due to a

-number of legal factors,

First, the estabaishment wording of section 116 is similar to but

not identical with that of the first anendmen .

57 There is, therefore,

considerable likelihood 'that Australian courts will interpret the section

'along different aines 'to those followbd by the Supreme Court in its

dealings, with the first amendment. The phrase :establishing a4

for example, lends itself to an interpretation based on the analogy of the

,different from that suggested by the words 'an establis

d and ia

nt of religion'.

Laws in Auatralia could do much in support of religion, on this inter-

pretation, before apprpximating anything like a law for establishing any

religion. Like legislation in America and Australia on state-aid is liable

to different interpretation, in the courts siMply because different words

are at isgue.

Second,there is in the Australian constitution, section 96
58

for

1 9
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' which there is no parallel in the American Constitution. In a run of

caSes fram 1926 until the present,59 the High Court, with the seal of

the Priiiy 0..iounci1 in one instance, has asserted that section 96 gives.

the Commonwealth a broad power with very few limitations. Those of

importance here are that it is subject to section 116 and that it is

not a legally coercive power.
60 The states axe Iree to accept or 1

reject the grants made.
,

Th

7-
e federal statutes enabling fund:4 Mb go to nonp c schools

are, in fact, section 96 laws, The States Grants Schoo s Acts have

provided for payments to be made to the states on .condition that they

be paid to the pUblic and nonpublic schools whiCh may be sectarian or

fionsectarian, and with other machinery con tions attached. The grants

may be accepted or rejected by the, states but if accepted the conditions

must be fulfilled. On the face, therefore, the laws are section 96 .

statutes.which are subject to section 116 but are not properly state-aid

legislation per se. Seckion 96 appearsetherefore, to impose an

impenetrable buffer between thel.federal legislation and the operation

. of section 116 even if that section were interpreted along Supreme Court

lines.

Thirdqt must be noted that were section 116 interpreted as the

first amedmnt is at present in the U.S.A., judicial restraint placed

,on the use of public funds for nonpublic Schools wOuld apply4to federal

law alone. On the one hand, the chequered geatation of section 116 A

resulted in a provision 'The Commonwealth despite the fact that the

provision appeared in a chapter headed 'The States'.61 On.,the other hand,

failing a fourteenth amendment type provision, there are no judicial means*

available of taking an interpretation of section 116 which would rule-put

state-aid as far as states' laws were concerned. It follows that the

state-aid lame of the states are almost totally immune from legal Challenge.

20



The-states-have pleflary lawmaking powers subject, ill particular, to

-.sections 10762 and 10e3 of the federal constitution, neither of which

operates'to restrain state-aid legislation. In addition, the provision of

general rights almoSt unknewn in the states' constitutions and state-aid

is under no constraint frem this quarter. Furthermore, there is no =mon

law reason for putting state-aid in jeopardy: Ihus the door to judicial

intervention as far as the states' support of state-aid is concerned is

firmly closed.

Although legal argument suggests that a,challenge to legislation
6

which enaioileS state,-aid to be made-available to denominational schools is

unlikely to succeed in the High Court; that reason alone may not have

deterred challenges in the past. Anotherobstacle is that--0C4aktaiiidng

staniaing, in the High Court. Tile Court gives standing to stAte attorneys-.

general'and persons particularly affecte0 by legislation. Taxpayers have

been held not to be iarticularly affected by the outcome of governments'

disbursement of their indOmel As the plaintiffs in the D.O.G.S.64 caSe

discovered, standing is not eaeilif obtained and fdture challengers to

atatechid might find it conSiderably,More,dillicult to obtain the necessary

fiat from an attorney-general, given the 'states'. support fox state-aid And

that Of all the majOr political parties.
65.

The D.O.G.S. case is expected to be decided in favour of the

government and by a handsome majority thus providing for the Continuance

of state-aid in Australia. That decision will be decided on constitutional

groundb but other matters bearing on policy should not be overlooked.

These include the fact that the federal governmentas been making state-

aid available, at a omit of many millions of dollars to the pUblic purse,

for over fifteen years and a court now hearing the question may well be

rstioent to break with such long-accepted political practice. In addition,

2.1
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only-One member of the present court, Mr. Justice Murphy, has expressedb

public opposition to state-aid, but-when a member of Parliament and not

as ajudge. Further, most of the justices are products of the nonpublic

schools. If there were a policy predisposition, therefore, it is likely

to be in support of state-aid. Without giving undue force to these more

udnor considerations they, together with the weightier factors already

discussed, clearly indicate the line of demarcation between American and

Australian law and pradtice with respect to state-aid for nonpublic

schools.

III

Policy lications of the law on church-steie relationships

Public subvention for nonpublic church schools is Severely

constrained.in.law in Americawbile remaining largely unfettered in

Australia - thus putting at risk in the U.S.A. the viability of the main

alternative to public schooling. In the former the restraint has come

largely through judicial intervention in maintaining a church/state

dichotomy as a matter of legal principle while in the latter the issue

has been decided in the legislature and the restraints which do exist are

those of fiscal concern rather than of political principle. The

different outcomes in the two cduntries suggest a number of implications

for education policymakers. Two of these raise questions of the power

base in the exercise orautSority in general while the remainder.address

questions of a more procedural kind.

The state-aid issue is inextricably tied to the interpretation

of rights. The question for policymakers !Svouring government support

, .

for the alternatiVe education sector in America is whether-dttempts ehould

22
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be made to strike at the root of the opposition to state-aid, the rights
,

provisions, by, for example, restricting their operation at far as

schooling is concerned. This has been done, in fact, in,Australia in

cases where governments bowed to, pressure for legislation incorporating

rights but exempted it from operating in schools - as with, the legislation

in New South4Wales and South Australia providing for the removal of sex

discrimination in the industrial and social life of those communities.

4

Whether the torturous patirto constitutional amendment in the United

Sta - to diminiih the force of the first amendment on education, for'

example - is a viable one 4..open to question. But it:is a means available

to proponents of state-aid.to overcome the present impasse just is in

Australia educatiOnal policymakers need to be aware that constitutional

amendment to,include rights could well operate in favour of opponents of

state-aia, An example of what may be done is provided by the atteipt of

Professor John E. Coons to have the constitution of California altered in

1980 by the Educational Funding Initiative Constitutional Ageedment so as

to provide for family choice in echacation and with funding which would

have amounted in some cases to state-aid. Although unsuccessful in

obtaining the requisite number of petitioners so as to have the matter

go to the people, the strong claims that the proposal would have had

popular support spojgest that this attempt in particular and constitUtional

amendment in general are viable means for implementing policy changes.
66

A second overarching policy consideration is that of the role of

courts in education at all. While Australia still awaits its first

decision On the question of state-aid and has only the one on the right

to have religion enmeshed in schooling, compared with the hundreds of

i'Merican cases, the principal question remains for review in both

countries namely, whether non-majoritarianlhodies should have the right

to exercise what is political authority with respect to the dtate-aid

23
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question. The ideological base to this question is not merely a political

,one as to which "arm of governmsnt ought to be exercising what power in a,

deivecratic society. It is also a Oestion df die exercise of power in

social terms which, as far as education is concerned,-may set student,

parent and community at odds with each other and wtth government ok

whatever,sort. Without even beginning to enumerate the iSsues whi:g are

raised here, it ie endugh merely io suggest phat if judicial authority

is at issue:4 from whatever Source, policymakers need and can pass from

the stage of:declamatory rhetoric &Cut the power, of the courts and their

exercise of it to one of examining how those powers can be amended so as

to alloW the frA6 passage of public policy - if state-aid is one such

policy. After-alreAudicial power has a legislative base, whether it

be that of Constitutional prO;IgtOr..herstatutory authority., And that

base ma be varied if the people and/or't6-64egislature so determine.

Procedural policy issues for gove

The role of government' in education is one unddr,challenge as
,..

far as its regulatory control aspect is concerned from seVOIal sides

particularly from apologists of the neo-classical liberalianY:aibeit

much more so in America than in Australia. Withdut denigrati

influence of this voice, it seems Onli that governments in ei

country will withdraw from the education fie d d, indeed, the

establishment of a federal department ofsducatlon and the increasing.

role of the state governments kb funang education in the U.S.A. suggest

a soundly entrenched and expanding role tor government.in the provision

of public education. Given the very different set of,circubstances ir

each countri as far as the role of government in the nonpublic sectorl

is concerned, it is necessary to review loolicyissues on a national basid.

The question for policymakers in 'the U:S.A. given the present'

judicial pOsition on state-aid is the viability of a .state-aid push by

24
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lit
goldrment. Is the support for state-aid one-which governments can continue

to ignore without fearOfreprisal at the polls? On"the other hand, if

the demands, are not representative of the people, is a public backlash to

programs for state aid of sufficient dimension as to make governments pause?

Zn other words, the political viability of a program of state-aid is a prime

consideration and requires more evidence than presently seems to be available.

That viability ddes not stand'alone as ah issue in itself but Is complicated

in the U.S.A. by issues primarily of discrimination particularly with respect .

to race and sex. Policy considerations, therefore, need go not merely to

.the church/state debate but further to the social impacatioal; of state-aid

subventions.

Second, if governments maintain a policy of diversity and choice

for school education and intend to make genuine choice possible by 043-

vention, the central questions for policymakers is how this is to be, done

given the barriers imposed by the Supreme Court. One approach is foe

governments to press ahead with legislation.providing state-aid and wait

for actions to have the legislation quashed. Certainly there is rooM for

some legislative,manoeuvring as instanced by Senator Moynihan's proposal

of 1979 to have legislation passed which would have allowed a form of

state-aid in that aid was to be made available to students at school

exempted under other law from taxation under .the internal revenue code.
67

His was an approach both challenging the Congress to make a declaration

on state-aid with ini4i1 cover .from the Supreme4Court with its decision

in Wale" which allowed legislation providing that gigis to religious

schools were tax deductibleond opponenta to annul the will of Congress.

The success of such legislation and any other government initiatives

o provide state-aid from the public purse hangs on a reading of the Supreme

COurt's decisions and the likely future attitudes of its members. Assuming

that the three-part test synthesised from previous decisions in Lemon v.
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IC amain remains, namely thatjegislatiOn69

.

. .

wi band'challenge if 7

St

in support of state-Aid

(a) it has a secular legislative purpOsies

(b) its prinCipal or primaic erfect iluneither to

admance nor inhibit religion' and

(c) it does not foster extessive government entanglement

-with religion.

Fay

the interpretation of the test by the judges suggests what,type of legisla-

..

tion ,might succeed in the future.
4

.The,strong advotates, but net unconditionally so, of 'state-aid are

chief Juitice BUrger and Justices-Rehnquist and White whose views on""

future 0SUrt'decieione on state-aid are reflectedin the hope expressed

by tile Chief Justice in Meek v. Pittenger"that,,the coutt will:

came po a more.enlighiened and tolerant view,of the.
Pirst'Amendment's guarantee of free exercise of religion*

thue eliminating the denial 9f equal protection to

children in Church-sponsored schoolm, and take a. More

realistic view that carefully limited aid bp Children

is not a step toward establishing a state religion - at

least while this COurt site.70_

The position of these justices, which incorporates hints

;policymakers as to successful legislation as far ad these three e con-
.

cerned, may/best be sumMarised again in the 4ords of. Chief Justide Burger

in Nyquist when in reviewing test decisions he deserted that 'the e'

Establishment clause does not forbid goverfisenti, mtate or fedeell, from

enacting a program of general welfare under whiCh benerits.are distributed

t.o private individuals, even though' many of tliase indiyiduals may elect,t6

use those benefits in ways that "aid" instrUction or worship'.
7
1

,

Hard line Opposition to state-aid in the form,of alMost constant

rejectiod of state-aid legislation can be expescted to continue from

Justices Stevens, Marshall and Brennan. Zn their Opinion almost any

involvement of government and religion it/suspebt and they have laid

stress on the politically divisive nature of such legislation.
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it
sector, however, where it is incidental to the provision pf assistance to

a broad class of beneficiaries and where there is an obvious public

welfare motif. Suggestive,as this conclusion might be of the course of

- 25 -

There remains the 'swinging vote' of Justices Pdwell, Blackmun and

Stewart who are prepared as per JuAtice Powell in Nyquttt to assert on the

one hand that 'an indirect and incidental effect beneficial to religious

institutions has never been thought a sufficient defect to warrant the

invalidation of a state law' and take into account, on.the other, whether

statelaid 'carries grave pokential for entanglement in the broader sense

of continuing political strife over aid to religion'.
72

If policymakers

want to advince sta d,the deliberations of this "groupins of justices

will repay particular_attention.

In summary, legislation which provides benefits-which flow

exclusively or in the main to the nonpublic sector is unlikely 'to

withstand challenge in the courts. Aid mai, validly.flow to the nonpublic

action open to policymakers rntent on prOvidipg state-aid, it also

introduces a further complication if the fliture of state-aid in America is

a
tied to changes in general methods of school funding, as it seems to be.

Advocates of-sUch changes on the grounds Of the need for more parental

choice in educallion might, as Sugarman has suggested, be less likely to

pursue their goals if advantages are to be reaped by denominational

schools. Be that as it may, given the Supreme Court's decision in

Bodriguez,which has closed the door at least at present to claims that

educatioe is a fundamental interest and, therefore, the possibility of

having state-aid upheld on the grounda ihat the equal protection provision

trembles the state to assist parents with children in nonpublic schools in

the exercise of their rights in terms of the Pierce4decision, the first
-a

amendment prOvillps the hurdle to state-aid. Members of the Supreme Court

have indicated how it migilt be successfully jumped. If policymakers can

27
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.shed their uyapic attitudes to tate-aid and ooncentrate on aid to students,

state-aid could well follow.

Policymaking in advance of state-aia is much less constrained in

Australia than in the U.S.A. in that the judicial arm of government has

not yet intervened to impose obstacles to its Continuance: The immediate

issues,theilf re,relate to governments' capacities to ameliorate the-

demands of proponents of state-aid for snore support and those of its

opponents for increased support for the public systems of education.

At the national level, in particular, where government support'for the

nonpublic sector is most marked as by comparison with its sUbvention to

public schools (given the belief, that the allocation of power,in the

Australian federal system reporses power with respect to education in the

states whose responsibility public education, therefore, is), need is,

greatest for an observable balance in commitment to the various sectors.

These problems faced by policymakers would undoubtedly have currency in

the U.S.A. were 'governments there as unfettered in thei acity to*

provide state-aid as their counterparts in Australia.

To round ofi the situation in Australia, policymakers-might be

otherwise exercised were judicial opinion on the scope'of section 116 such

as to prevent state-aid. Given the already mentioned absence of a

fourteenth amendment equivalent in the Australian constitution, an adverse

decision on state-aid uld onli affect Commonwealth laws. The statqF

would be'free to cont4ue with their state-aid programs. Federal advisors

would have several Options open to them including

(a) seeking a-oonstitutional amendment which/-given the
propensity of Australiins not to support such chafiges

and the very Socially devisiverture of the issue,
would seem an unwise course of action and one only to
be pursued as a last resort;

(b) proceeding to use other constitutional means such as
thebenefits to students provision74.with due oonid,-,
eration of the stand of the High COurt in deciding against
state-aid; and

28
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it

th making payments to, the states'in such a way as to

overcone judicial objectives, so that the states

could, in effect, maintain the present level of
support for the nonpublic sector.

With these options, Australian Policy with respect.to state-aid would be

likely to suffer only inconvenience were there a judicial decision adverse

to present policy,ahd certainly no major set-back.

Lobby interests ahd state-aid

W.

Interests in support of state-aid in; America are subject to the

already mentiohed frustrations facing goverhments desirous of supporting
>o

state-aid in that country.. Theirs is, therefore, a supportive role where

governments and political parties are favourably disposed ana an agitative

4-

one where not.

Opponents,of state-aid will no doubt continue the policy of using

the courts to test any expansion of state-aid support. Were the judicial

interpretation to change either of its own account as a result of changes
r

in the membership of the Supreme Court or with the passing of legislation

no; in violation of the constitution as presently interpreted, this lobby.

would need to revert to the general pdlitical arena to fight its cause.

Without any conclusive evidence on the point, it may be suggested that

this lobbi might stilicwin the day were the matter to be publicly decided.

Stete-aid in Australia is entrenched in the platforns of all the

political:parties likely to cone to govdinment and seems to have considerable

public support. If no assistance is forthcoming from the judiciary by way

of a ruling against state-aid, or if such a decision is easily circunmented,

opponents of itate-aid have few options open to them apart from a continual

1,gnawing at the political structures. ir frustration may be compounded

by the fact that a judgement in favour of state-aid in Australia Might well

see a proliferation in'tile number and type of church schools.
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ConcluSion

There is no siMple statement which would nicely round off this

study. The legal issues are complex and the policy implications equally

so. Much depends on one's perspective as to whether the courts have been

a help or a hindrance in their policymaking role with respect to state-aid.

What is certain is-that policymakers in the U.S.A. need to take cognizance

of the courts in reaming policies on state-aid and their counterparts in

Australia, while likely to be lees guarded, cannot totally ignore the

judicial arm of government.
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1. Support for the research for this paper cane.from the University of

Western Australia, the Institute for Educational Policy Studies at

Harvard University and the U.S.-Australia Educational Policy Project.

Appreciation is noted of that assistance and criticisms of drafts of

this paper offered by Australian and American scholars, in particular,

those of"Professor Betsy Levin, Professor in Law at Duke University,

Sorth Carolina.

2. In this artiCle the term 'public', interspersed with 'governnent' or

'state' for relief, shall be used of governnent-operated schools

(sore of the private schools in Australia are called Public Schools).

The terns 'nonpublic', 'private', and 'independent' will be used of

nongovernment-operated schools and these terns will be broken dawn

into 'sectarian' Or 'denominational' and 'nonsectarian' where

appropriate.

3. The 1891 convention approved a clause which read: "... nor shall a

State denito any person, within its jurisdiction, the equal pro-

tection of the laws" As did also the convention at Adelaide in 1897.

In Sydney later that year Tasnania gave notice of an anendment to

'read: "... nor shall a State deprive any person of life, liberty,

or property without due process of law, or deny to any person within

its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws" (almost vintage

fourteenth amendnent). The Tasmanian affiendment was later defeated

23-19 and the original equal protection clause suffered defeat

shortly afterwards. It was argued, apparently persuasively, that -41

the reasons for these inclusions in the American constitution did

not apply(in Australia. One member, Dr. Cockburn, said of the

amendment: should theee words be inserted? They would be a

reflection on our civilization.' And again, 'People would say

"Pretty things these States of Australia; they have to be prevented

by a provision in the Constitution from doing the grossest injustice".

Official Record of the Debates of the Australian Federal Convention,

Third Session, Melbourne, 20 January to 17 March 1898, Melbourne,

Government Printer, n.d., pp: 688-691.

4. Cantwell v. Connecticut 310 U.S. 296, 303 (1940).

S. Illinois, ex rel.McCbllum v. Board of Education 333 U.S. 203 (1948).

60, Abington School District v. Schempp 374 U.S. 203 (1963) and the

companion case Murray V. Curlett.

7. The impact of the:formal decision is always another matter. While

there seens to be no recent suxvey of religious practices in public

schools, evidence for their continuance is not hard to find.

8. Zorath V. Clauson 343 U.S. 3061-(1952).

9. For the most reoent survey of religious education in Australia's

public schools, see Black, Alan W., Religious Studies in Australian

Public Schools: An Overview-ad Analysis, Hawthorn, Australian

Council for Educational Research, 1975.
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10. Section 17 of the Public Instruction Act 1880.

11. Section 18 oethe Public /nstruction 1880.

12. Section 7 of the Public Instruction Act"1880.

13. Section 20 (2) of The Education Act of 1964.

C,

14. Benjamin v. Downs (1976) 2 N.S.W.L.R..199, 209.

15. The court relied heavily on the interpretative eVidence of an

associate Professor in history, who washead of the department of

_ecclesiastical history at the University-of Sydney; who was able to

differentiate Bible stories and the Apostles. Creed as not bekng

dogaatical theology and being suCh theology respectively.

16. As the states' curricula tend more towards teaching,about other

religions, it remains tOlbe seen whether a case might be brought

seeking exclusive rights for the teaching of the Christian religion.

,Given the decision in this case and the implied common law recog-

nition of Christianity as the religion of the realm, it might just

succeed.

17. Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972).

18. Section 30 of the Western Australian Education Act 1920 reads:

'It shall not be required, as a condition of any child being admitted

into or continuing in any school, that he shall attend or abstain from

attending any Sunday school,lor any'place of religious worship, or

that he shall attend any religious observance or any.instruction in

religious subjects in the school or elsewhere, from which observance

or ihstruction he may be withdrawn by his parent, or that he shall,

if withdrawn by his paxent, attend the school on any day exclusively

set apart for religious observance by the religious body to Which

his parent belongs.'

19. Section 46 of the Tasmanianiponstitution Act reads: '(1) Freedom

of conscience and the free profession and practice of religion are,

subject to public order and morality, guaranteed to every citizen.

(2) No person shall be subject to any dieability, or be required to

take an oath on account of his religion or religious belief and no

religious test shall be imposed in respect of the appointment to or

holding of any public office.'

20. Studies going beyond the school biogra hy type of analysis to

empirical studies, particularly of th\,l perceptions_of the nonpublic

sector's participants, are not common but see Leonard L. Baird,

The,Elite Schools: A Profile of Prestigious /ndependent Schools,

Lexington, MA, D.C. Heat1 and Co., 1977, and J.J. Siolicz and

(ed.) MelbaJ.M. -Smith Studies in Education 1978, Melbourne,

Melbourne University Preà, 1978.

21. Nonpublic Education and thk Pt1ic Good: The Presidents' Panel on

Nonpublic Education; Final iport, Washington, D.C., Government

Printer, -n.d.,,p. 5 (hereaftç cited as The Presidents-Panel).
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220 Schools Commission: Triennium 1979-81: Rsport for 1979, July 1978.

23. George Gallop, Haw the Public Views Nonpublic Schools, Princeton,

N.J., Gallop International, 1969, pp. 6, 10 and 12. In the state of

Victoria, for examle, in a movement partly attributable to teachers'

industrial action there has been a significant incredse in nonpublic

school enrolments.

24. Presidents Pamel, p.1!7.

25. Nyquist, op. cit., pp. 767-8. The usefulness of profiles in general

and this one in particular is open to question in that assuming a

school required at least six of the eight features enumerated.to

remain within the profile, most church schools in Australia, other

than the Catholic ones, would probably fall outside the profile. .

But they would unquestionably be'perceived by the co ty,

themeelves,and the statetas church, i.e., sectarian, schools.

26. U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Nonpublic School

Directory 1965-66: Elementary ana Secondary Schools, Washington, D.C.,

U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968.

27. Australia, for' example, the Headmasters Conference of the
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